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Quarterly Issues and Programs List

July – September 2018

Making Contact
#35-17 - 170829 Staying Rooted - Community Focused Economic Models, Cooperative 

Housing, and the New Economic Coalition
2018-July-02 5:00 P.M. 30 minutes

Collective housing, cultural co-ops, land trusts, community banks are community-rooted 
enterprises that empower those that have been excluded from traditional economic 
institutions. Solidarity economy models exercised throughout the country are becoming 
viable solutions towards sustainable and economically just living.

Today we’re visiting community-rooted enterprises where people are rethinking power and 
participation in their lives. Collective housing and cultural co-ops, land trusts and community 
banks are providing fundamental shifts in our workplaces, living spaces, and economic 
understanding of local communities.

Featuring: Eri Oura – Cycles of Change, The Bikery; Devi Peacock – Peacock Rebellion, 
Liberating Ourselves Locally; Harper Bishop – Open Buffalo; Julia Ho – Solidarity Economy St. 
Louis; Iya Ifalola Omobola – Cooperation Jackson; Amara Enyia – Public Policy Expert
#28-17 – 170711 Finding Home - Displacement and Homelessness from Cape Town to California

2018-July-02 5:30 P.M. 30 minutes
On this edition of Making Contact we go from Cape Town, South Africa to Los Angeles and 
Oakland, California— three cities grappling with evictions, displacement, and homelessness.

Featuring: Needa Bee, Oakland-Based Housing Advocate; Messiah Ali, Oakland Resident; Tom 
Waldman, Director of Communications, Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority; Flora 
Harris, C-3 Program Director, St. Joseph Center; Chyheeb Joseph, Outreach Worker, Los 
Angeles Homeless Services Authority; Riyaadh Najaar, Pigeon Racer; Delia Adrian and Shahied 
Mizenheimer, District 6 Residents; Jane Roberts, Blikkiesdorp Resident
#38-17 – 170919 The Arrival - Trumps Travel and Refugee Ban

2018-July-09 5:00 P.M. 30 minutes
Leading up to the US Supreme Court hearing on Trump’s travel ban, we’ll hear about the 
order’s impact on people from affected, Muslim-majority countries, and how advocacy 
groups like the Council on American-Islamic Relations are responding. On this edition of 
Making Contact we begin with the story of a woman who was in flight to the US when 
President Trump signed his first travel ban. 
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Special thanks to the Stanford Storytelling Project and State of the Human podcast managing 
producer, Jake Warga.

Featuring: Nisrin Abdelrahman, Stanford PhD Student in Anthropology; Zahar Billo, Civil 
Rights Attorney and Executive Director of the Council on American-Islamic Relations, San 
Francisco Bay Area Chapter
#23-18 – 180606 The Seekers – Part 2 – The Costs of Deportations

2018-July-09 5:30 P.M. 30 minutes
The Cost of Deportations looks at deportation through the lens of one Central American 
nation that sends migrants north— Guatemala. 

About two million Guatemalans live in the US. But, half of those here lack legal status, and 
tens of thousands of Guatemalans are deported back to their country each year.

Thus, the question arises… are the countries these migrants left prepared for an influx of 
returnees?

This week, journalist Maria Martin explores that and other questions— including whether 
some Guatemalans still plan to migrate north, even given the hardening of immigration policy 
in the US.

Featuring: Carlos Lopez, Casa del Migrante Guatemala; Martin, Juan Sebastian, Rodolfo, and 
Hicer – Guatemalans who have migrated and been deported, or who have attempted to 
migrate to the US; Lisbeth Gramajo, Anthropologist at Rafael Landivar University; Willie 
Barreno, Chef and Founder of Cafe Red Kat; Fredy Lopez, San Pedro Credit Cooperative; Don 
Julio, Q’anjobal Maya Elder; Don Sebastian Gaspar, Business Owner; Father Mauro Verzeletti, 
Director Casa del Migrante Guatemala and El Salvador; Father Dionisio, Pastor of San Pedro 
Catholic Church; Marvin Otzcoy, Guatemalan Fraternity of Northern Nevada
#20-13 – 130514 Cracking the Codes: Dr. Shakti Butler on the System of Racial Inequity

2018-July-16 5:00 P.M. 30 minutes
How do we talk about race and racism in this country? Not as deeply as we should, according 
to filmmaker and educator Dr. Shakti Butler. On this edition, we hear excerpts from Dr. 
Butler’s film “Cracking the Codes”, and speak with her about using the medium of film to 
start conversations around the thorny issues of racial inequity. Featuring: Dr. Shakti Butler, 
World Trust founder and Creative Director; Humaira Jackson, Hugh Vasquez, Y. Jelal Huyler, 
Aeeshah B. Clottey, Ise Lyfe, Cracking the Codes interview subject.
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#24-18 – 180613 Pushout - The Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools
2018-July-16 5:30 P.M. 30 minutes

Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools is an examination of the experiences of 
Black girls across the country whose intricate lives are misunderstood, highly judged “by 
teachers, administrators, and the justice system” and degraded by the very institutions 
charged with helping them flourish. In her book, Morris shows how, despite obstacles, 
stigmas, stereotypes, and despair, Black girls still find ways to breathe remarkable dignity 
into their lives in classrooms, juvenile facilities, and beyond.    

Featuring: Dr. Monique Morris, Author of Pushout
#41-12 – 121010 Microfinance: How it Lost its Way and Betrayed the Poor

2018-July-23 5:00 P.M. 30 minutes
Microfinance was supposed to bring upward mobility to millions of people.  Kiva and other 
organizations have let millions of people lend money to struggling entrepreneurs.  But a new 
blockbuster book by a former industry insider is exposing the dark side of the micro-lending 
world.  In a special co-production with KALW radio, Hugh Sinclair, the author of Confessions 
of a Microfinance Heretic, tells the story of how he learned the dirty truths behind the 
banking sector that’s creeping across the developing world. Featuring: Hugh Sinclair, 
Confessions of a Microfinance Heretic : How Micro-lending Lost Its Way and Betrayed the 
Poor author; Rose Aguilar, KALW radio host; Josephine Abiza, microloan recipient
#25-18 – 180620 Your Home, Your Right... or My Business

2018-July-23 5:30 P.M. 30 minutes
Making Contact looks at California’s fight over rent control. The stage is set for a political 
battle between two worldviews. Is housing a human right, or is real estate property an 
investment commodity? And where on that continuum is California’s common ground?  
What does this mean for housing nationally?

A statewide initiative, if approved, would allow local governments to create their own rent 
control laws. In this episode, we go to one city in California where there is no limit as to how 
high rents may be raised. Later we’ll go to Los Angeles for a look at how that city’s police 
policies are affecting homeless encampments.

Featuring: Mike Van Gorder, Naeiri Khachikian, and John Bagdzhyan, Glendale Tenants 
Union; Frank Broccolo, Commercial Litigator; Glendale Renters and Landlords; General 
Dogon, Los Angeles Community Action Network; Tiffany Jones, David Garcia, “Jacob”, 
Homeless Encampment Residents; Ace Katano, Public Defender; Alisa Orduña, Senior Advisor 
on Homelessness, City of Santa Monica; Danielle Dupuy, UCLA Researcher; Dominic Choi, 
LAPD Homeless Coordinator Commander; Maria Foscarinis, National Law Center on 
Homelessness & Poverty; Victor Hinderliter, LAHSA Associate Director
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#26-15 – 150701 Bodily Safety - Ta-Nehisi Coates on Police Shootings
2018-July-30 5:00 P.M. 30 minutes

When journalist Ta-Nehisi Coates set out to write about police killings he went to visit Mable 
Jones. Back in 2000, Jones son, a friend of Coates from their time at Howard University, was 
shot and killed by police in Virginia. He was twenty five years old. Written in the form of a 
letter to his own teenage son, Coates’ book “Between the World and Me” puts police 
shootings in a wider context. Ta-Nehisi Coates spoke as part of the Lannan Foundation’s 
Pursuit of Cultural Freedom Series. Featuring: Ta-Nehisi Coates, author, journalist, educator
#22-15 – 150603 Beyond Stonewall - The Push for LGBT Civil Rights

2018-July-30 5:30 P.M. 30 minutes
We go back to the night in June 1969 at the New York City Stonewall Inn that sparked the 
LGBT rights movement. On today’s show we’ll hear about the day that galvanized a 
generation and the continued fight for LGBT civil rights.

The first Pride parades took place in June 1970 marking the 1st anniversary of the Stonewall 
Uprising. Michael Schirker and David Isay bring us an oral history Remembering Stonewall: 
The Birth of a Movement.

Editor at large of the Huffington Posts’ Gay Voices Michelangelo Signorile says while there 
have been a series of recent wins for the LGBT rights movement, bigotry remains a daily 
reality for many.

At a New America NYC forum Signorile spoke with June Thomas, Culture Critic and Editor of 
Outward, Slate’s LGBTQ Section about what he calls “victory blindness”. It’s a central theme 
in his new book, “It’s Not Over, Getting to Beyond Tolerance Defeating Homophobia and 
Winning True Equality.”

Featuring: President Barack Obama; Geane Harwood, Bruce Merrow, Sylvia Rivera, Seymor 
Pine, Red Mahoney, Joan Nestle, Randy Wicker, Jim Fouratt, Howard Smith, Martin Boyce aka 
Miss Martin, Rudy, Mama Jean, participants in Remembering Stonewall oral history project; 
Michelangelo Signorile, host of the Michelangelo Signorile Sirius XM; June Thomas, Culture 
Critic and Editor of Outward, Slate’s LGBTQ section
#16-12 – 120417 Bigger Than Hip-Hop: Youth Speakin' For Themselves

2018-August-06 5:00 P.M. 30 minutes
Spoken word: it’s poetry… it’s hip-hop… and it’s increasingly the chosen means of expression 
for today’s youth.  On this edition, to celebrate National Poetry month, we bring you the 
poets and students of Youth Speaks, from their annual event in honor of another master 
orator, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
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#27-18 – 180704 Afrofuturism - 3 Women You Need to Know
2018-August-06 5:30 P.M. 30 minutes

From Black Panther and A Wrinkle in Time to Janelle Monae and Erykah Badu, Afrofuturism is 
gaining popularity. Filmmaker and author Ytasha Womack more defines Afrofuturism as “the 
intersection between black culture, technology, liberation and the imagination, with some 
mysticism thrown in, too,”

On this episode of Making Contact, authors Nalo Hopkinson, Nnedi Okorafor, and Jewelle 
Gomez discuss the role of history and politics in their work. They also talk about the monsters 
that haunt their stories and the importance of imaging the future.

Featuring: Nalo Hopkinson, Nnedi Okorafor, and Jewelle Gomez, Authors; John Jennings, 
Panel Host
#01-18 – 180103 We Got Next: Youth Poets Changing the World

2018-August-13 5:00 P.M. 30 minutes
On this edition of Making Contact, we’ll examine how young people, particularly queer POC 
youth, are using spoken word as a mechanism for social change. The show also will explore 
how Brave New Voices International Youth Poetry Slam has challenged mainstream culture 
and created spaces that welcome and encourage marginalized communities to speak up 
about their life experiences – all through poetry.

Featuring: Tish Jones, Founder & Executive Director of TruArtSpeaks and Brave New Voices 
Leadership Fellow; James Kass, Founder & Executive Director of Youth Speaks; Kayla Kitchen; 
Aleah Bradshaw; Victor Masony; Quinton Campbell-Rod; Aurelle Marie; Aisha June
#12-18 – 180321 Patrisse Khan-Cullors - When They Call You a Terrorist

2018-August-13 5:30 P.M. 30 minutes
Patrisse Khan-Cullors, co-founder of Black Lives Matter and the author of the new book, 
WHEN THEY CALL YOU A TERRORIST: A Black Lives Matter Memoir, a meaningful, 
empowering account of strength and resilience.

In this conversation, hosted by long-time organizer Cat Brooks, we hear Patrisse Cullors’ 
insights on Black liberation, police terrorism and the criminalization of Black activism in 
America.

WHEN THEY CALL YOU A TERRORIST takes an intimate look at Cullors’ time growing up in Van 
Nuys, California, surrounded by a devoted family and supportive friends, and weaves her 
experiences into the larger picture of how predominantly Black and Latino neighborhoods 
are under constant systemic attack. From a hostile police presence, to disproportionate 
punitive action, to lack of basic social and medical services, Cullors and co-author asha 
bandele show how lack of personal security and dignity makes daily life an act of survival.
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#48-15 – 151202 The Elusive Neighborhood Cop
2018-August-20 5:00 P.M. 30 minutes

Who remembers the local beat cop, who lives in and really knows the community? 
Increasingly, police don’t live in the neighborhoods, or even the cities they patrol. But is that 
a problem? On this edition, should police be required to live in the cities they patrol? Law 
enforcement agencies around the country are struggling for answers to a question that’s 
about race, class and geography. Featuring: Officer Charles Stone, Sergeant Mildred Oliver, 
Chief Sean Whent, Oakland police dept.; Bob Nash, retired Nashville Tennessee police 
commander; Yvette Thierry, Safe Streets Strong Communities founder; John Penny, Southern 
University of New Orleans Criminology Professor; Andrew Flowers, 538.com quantitative 
editor; Anthony Jackson, Oakland resident; Terrence Allen, University of Texas at Austin 
assistant professor.
#07-18 – 180214 The End of Policing - Alex Vitale

2018-August-20 5:30 P.M. 30 minutes
Alex Vitale is Professor of Sociology and coordinator of the Policing and Social Justice Project 
at Brooklyn College. Vitale’s book The End of Policing, is an accessible study of police history 
as an imperial tool for social control that continues to exacerbate class and racial tensions. 
Vitale also goes deep into the shortcomings of reform and in contrast, deepens the 
conversations around meaningful alternatives to ultimately ask the people to consider the 
end of policing.
#12-16 – 160323 Unstoppable - The Fight for 15

2018-August-27 5:00 P.M. 30 minutes
In 2012, fast food workers in NYC kicked off a movement that has exceeded all expectations, 
and changed the conversation about the minimum wage.
On this edition, low paid workers tell the story of the fight for 15, the exploding nationwide 
movement for fair wages.
Featuring: Alvin Major, KFC employee and original NYC striker; Richard Wilson, Walmart 
employee; Bernardo Monteo, Chanda Roberts, Jayla Mosley; fast food workers; Mary Kay 
Henry, SEIU President; Ken Jacobs, chair of the UC Berkeley Center for Labor Research and 
Education; Thomas Geoghegan, author of “Only One Thing Can Save Us: Why America Needs 
A New Kind of Labor Movement“
#15-16 – 160413 Caring Relationships: Negotiating Meaning and Maintaining Dignity

2018-August-27 5:30 P.M. 30 minutes
The vast majority of care recipients are exclusively receiving unpaid care from a family 
member, friend, or neighbor. The rest receive a combination of family care and paid 
assistance, or exclusively paid formal care.
Whether you’re a paid home care provider, or rely on personal assistance to meet your daily 
needs, or a family member caring for a loved one, the nature of the working relationship 
depends on mutual respect and dignity.
On this edition of Making Contact, which features a segment by our Community Storytelling 
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Fellow Alice Wong, we’ll explore the dynamic and complex relationship of care receiving and 
giving.
Featuring: Camille Christian, home care provider and SEIU member; Brenda Jackson, home 
care provider and SEIU member; Patty Berne, co-founder and director, Sins Invalid; Jessica 
Lehman, executive director, San Francisco Senior and Disability Action; Kenzi Robi, president, 
San Francisco IHSS (In Home Supportive Services) Public Authority Governing Body; Rachel 
Stewart, queer disabled woman passionate about disability and employment issues; Alana 
Theriault, disability benefits counselor in Berkeley, California; Ingrid Tischer, director of 
development, Disability Rights Education & Defense Fund (DREDF); Alta Mae Stevens, in-
home caregiver
#35-17 – 170829 Staying Rooted - Community Focused Economic Models, Cooperative Housing, 

and the New Economic Coalition
2018-September-03 5:00 P.M. 30 minutes

Collective housing, cultural co-ops, land trusts, community banks are community-rooted 
enterprises that empower those that have been excluded from traditional economic 
institutions. Solidarity economy models exercised throughout the country are becoming 
viable solutions towards sustainable and economically just living.

Today we’re visiting community-rooted enterprises where people are rethinking power and 
participation in their lives. Collective housing and cultural co-ops, land trusts and community 
banks are providing fundamental shifts in our workplaces, living spaces, and economic 
understanding of local communities.

Featuring: Eri Oura – Cycles of Change, The Bikery; Devi Peacock – Peacock Rebellion, 
Liberating Ourselves Locally; Harper Bishop – Open Buffalo; Julia Ho – Solidarity Economy St. 
Louis; Iya Ifalola Omobola – Cooperation Jackson; Amara Enyia – Public Policy Expert
#31-18 – 180801 Uprooting Racism: How White People Can Work for Racial Justice

2018-September-03 5:30 P.M. 30 minutes
On this edition of Making Contact, we speak with author Paul Kivel about his book, Uprooting 
Racism: How White People Can Work for Racial Justice. This book offers a framework for 
understanding institutional racism. It provides practical suggestions, tools, examples, and 
advice on how white people can intervene in interpersonal and organizational situations to 
work as allies for racial justice. Completely revised and updated, this expanded third edition 
directly engages the reader through questions, exercises, and suggestions for action, and 
takes a detailed look at current issues such as affirmative action, immigration, and health 
care. It also includes a wealth of information about specific cultural groups such as Muslims, 
people with mixed-heritage, Native Americans, Jews, recent immigrants, Asian Americans, 
and Latinos.

Featuring: Paul Kivel, Author of Uprooting Racism
#51-16 – 161221 The Long Ride Home - Get on the Bus, and Incarcerated Families
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2018-September-10 5:00 P.M. 30 minutes
The Get On The Bus program, coordinated by the Center for Restorative Justice Works, offers 
support and free transportation services to families affected by the criminal justice system. 
They bring children and their guardians/caregivers, from throughout California, to visit their 
mothers and fathers in prison. These rides happen over several weekends, from Mother’s 
Day to Father’s Day, hundreds of families are reunited for the holidays. Special Thanks for 
funding from the Omnia Foundation. 

Thanks to Center for Restorative Justice Works, and the Get on the Bus program and to 
filmmaker Elizabeth Lo, whose forthcoming short documentary on the Get on the Bus 
program will be playing at film festivals and online outlets soon.

Featuring: Hezekiah Davis, Center For Restorative Justice Works, Get On The Bus
#51-17 – 171219 Parenting From Prison, Inside Out

2018-September-10 5:30 P.M. 30 minutes
When one or both parents are in prison the whole family is, in a way, also imprisoned.

Family members are negatively affected in ways that worsen existing struggles and 
inequities. Today we’ll go to New York and New Hampshire to hear about programs for 
inmates and families that encourage rebuilding and maintaining relationships — despite 
being separated by prison.

The Osborne’s FamilyWorks program, the first in NY State, is a comprehensive parenting 
program in a men’s state prison founded in 1986. FamilyWorks operates as a counterbalance 
to the numerous challenges in keeping a family together, such as the high cost of collect calls 
to inmates, long distances to prisons.

The Storybook program in at the State Prison for Men in Concord, New Hampshire is 
different than at other prisons across the country. It’s run by the Department of Corrections 
(DOC), instead of a nonprofit or grassroots organization that can function as a link between 
the men inside and their communities outside. Our non-narrated piece shares some of the 
changes that these fathers experience, but also some of the stories and messages they read 
to their children.

Featuring: Gia Corrigan; Marni Corrigan; Kim Corrigan; Frankie Corrigan; James (Jim) Corrigan 
– FamilyWorks Graduate; Jean Louis – FamilyWorks Graduate; Emani Davis – Co-Creator, 
Instructor of FamilyWorks Curriculum; Elizabeth Gaynes – President and CEO of The Osborne 
Association, Founder and Instructor of FamilyWorks Program; Dr. Karl Mazza – Co-
Founder/Creator/Instructor of FamilyWorks Curriculum, DSW, LMSW, Professor of Social 
Work at Lehman College of the City University of New York; Giovanni Monroe; Kristina Toth – 
New Hampshire Department of Corrections Administrator, and Founder of Family Connection 
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Center; David Johansen; Holly Johansen; Tony Hebert
#28-16 – 160713 Documenting FREDY - Eight Years After the Shooting in Montreal

2018-September-17 5:00 P.M. 30 minutes
Fredy Villanueva was playing dice in a park in Montreal North when police officers arrived. In 
less than a minute, the 18-year-old was fatally shot by police. Eight years later, what 
happened in those sixty seconds remains unclear. The documentary play Fredy tries to 
untangle what happened before and after the shooting, as it asks questions about racial 
profiling, systemic discrimination, and the promise of art for social change.

Featuring: Annabel Soutar, Artistic Director, Porte Parole; Ricardo Lamour, actor, musician 
community activist; Parker Mah, multimedia artist, community activist; Florence Blain, 
audience member; Actors voices: Solo Fugère – Will Prosper, Dany Villanueva, Ricardo 
Lamour, Iannicko N’Doua – Jeffrey Sagor-Météllus, Alain Arsenault, Alice Pascual – 
Anonymous police officer, Martha Villaneuva, Joanie Poirier – Stéphanie Pilotte, Lilian 
Villaneuva’s interpretor, Etienne Thibeault – Jean-Loup Lapointe
#32-17 – 170808 The Struggle Inside - The Murder of George Jackson

2018-September-17 5:30 P.M. 30 minutes
On this edition of Making Contact we present, The Struggle Inside: The Murder of George 
Jackson, a program about the modern anti-prison movement. This year marks the 38th 
anniversary of Black August, first originated in the California prisons to honor fallen Freedom 
Fighters, George and Jonathan Jackson, Khatari Gaulden, James McClain, and William 
Christmas.

Jonathan Jackson was gunned down outside the Marin County courthouse on August 7, 1970 
as he attempted to take hostages in a plan to negotiate the release of his brother, George. 
This action liberated three imprisoned Black Liberation Fighters: James McClain, William 
Christmas and Ruchell Magee. Ruchell Magee still imprisoned, and is the sole survivor of the 
Marin County Rebellion.

Special thanks to Omnia Foundation for supporting Making Contact’s prison issues work and 
to the Freedom Archives for producing and allowing us to share The Struggle Inside: The 
Murder of George Jackson.

Featuring: Angela Davis, UC Santa Cruz professor, who supported George & Jonathan 
Jackson; David Hilliard, former Black Panther Party leader; Ruchell Magee, prison activist and 
leader, still in prison for his political activities; Georgia Jackson, mother of George and 
Jonathan Jackson; Harry Belafonte, performer and human rights activist; James Baldwin, 
outspoken writer and social activist; George and Jonathan Jackson, activist; David Johnson, 
Hugo Pinell, Luis Talamantez and Sundiata Tate, all charged with the San Quentin rebellion 
following the murder of George Jackson; Narrated by Jonathan Jackson, Jr.
#04-16 – 160127 Tent Cities - When Society Fails to House
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2018-September-24 5:00 P.M. 30 minutes
Tent cities have popped up across the country, from New Jersey to Texas to New Mexico. 
Many are starting to build more permanent living structures. So what are the benefits of 
living in a cluster of tents? And is this part of a real solution to homelessness? Featuring: Eric 
Tars, Sr. Attorney with The National Law Center on Homelessness and Poverty Jack Tefari, 
John Reese, Ibrahim Mubarak, Doug, Dignity Village residents Will, John Derrig, Asa Yoe, Chris 
Semrau, Nicklesville residents Sharon Lee, Low Income Housing Institute executive director 
Eric Evinowskis, Pinellas Hope facilities manager Rocco Mariano, Laura Letziati, James 
Stockstill, Pinellas Hope clients
#34-18 – 180822 No Ashes in the Fire: Coming of Age Black and Free in America

2018-September-24 5:30 P.M. 30 minutes
When Darnell Moore was fourteen, three boys from his neighborhood tried to set him on 
fire. They cornered him while he was walking home from school, harassed him because they 
thought he was gay, and poured a jug of gasoline on him. He escaped, but just barely. It 
wasn’t the last time he would face death. Three decades later, Moore is an award-winning 
writer, a leading Black Lives Matter activist, and an advocate for justice and liberation. In No 
Ashes in the Fire, he shares the journey taken by that scared, bullied teenager who not only 
survived, but found his calling. Moore’s transcendence over the myriad forces of repression 
that faced him is a testament to the grace and care of the people who loved him, and to his 
hometown, Camden, NJ, scarred and ignored but brimming with life. Moore reminds us that 
liberation is possible if we commit ourselves to fighting for it, and if we dream and create 
futures where those who survive on society’s edges can thrive. No Ashes in the Fire is a story 
of beauty and hope-and an honest reckoning with family, with place, and with what it means 
to be free. Special Thanks to KPFA Radio in Berkeley, Ca and Darnell Moore.

Featuring: Darnell Moore, Author “No Ashes in the Fire”
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New World Notes
#485 – 170620 Russia, China, and the Crisis of the US Ruling Class - Part 2

2018-July-02 06:30 P.M. 30 minutes
In a recent talk in Hartford, GLEN FORD insightfully dissects US geostrategic policy. He 
explains how the current anti-Russia hysteria--and, more importantly, the US's disastrous and 
failing military interventions in the Middle East--are part of a larger effort to contain (and if 
necessary strangle) China. The US ruling class's "crisis" is genuine: the increasing threat that 
China poses to their global hegemony.

To control China, the world's current rulers have to control the oil of the Middle East--but 
(after the Iraq debacle) they lack the public support they would need to commit hundreds of 
thousands of American soldiers. So they fund--and attempt to control--local armies of radical 
Islamic jihadists to serve US interests (such as regime change in Libya and Syria). These 
desperate alliances cannot be publicly acknowledged. So the ruling class works hard to 
distract the US public.

Ford spoke at the University of Hartford on May 15, 2017.
#464 – 170124 Nader - The Governments Crimes Against the Constitution

2018-July-09 06:30 P.M. 30 minutes
In this hard-hitting talk at Harvard Law School, Ralph Nader indicts both Barack Obama and 
G.W. Bush for their (clearly impeachable) crimes against the U.S. Constitution and against the 
people of the United States. And he denounces the needless suffering and deaths caused by 
government policies that place corporate profits over the welfare of the citizens. On a 
positive note, Nader urges law students to be "first responders" in defense of our liberties. 
Includes selected Q&A.
#446 – 160920 Tariq Ali on Palestine

2018-July-16 06:30 P.M. 30 minutes
A fine talk on the past, present, and possible future of Palestine and its people, now enduring 
a blockade and a half-century-long military occupation by Israel. Much of Ali's criticism, 
though, is directed not against Israel but against the corruption of Palestine's "leaders"--the 
PLO and the Palestinian Authority. These "leaders," conniving with Israel, have enriched 
themselves while the mass of Palestinians suffer. They have made a "two-state solution" now 
impossible.

Ali also criticizes the Arab countries, the United States, and most of Europe for their 
indifference to the Palestinians, and he praises the B.D.S. movement (boycott, divestment, 
and sanctions against Israel) while noting its limitations.

Also of note: Ali's comparison and contrast of Palestine today and Apartheid South Africa of 
years past ... and his discussion of why the Bernie Sanders movement is so encouraging.
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Ali's remarks--which I have edited and condensed for radio broadcast--are from a panel 
discussion at the Left Forum, in New York, in May 2016.
#454 – 161115 Norman Finkelstein on Palestine

2018-July-23 06:30 P.M. 30 minutes
Norman Finkelstein reviews the horrors of Israel's attacks on Gaza and explores Palestine's 
three options for regaining its freedom. Two of them--diplomacy and armed struggle--have 
failed to work. That leaves nonviolent mass resistance--with an immediate focus on ending 
Israel's blockade of Gaza. The tactic has worked before, including in Palestine's First Intifada. 
It can work again--if Palestine can overcome the handicaps of a demoralized population and 
corrupt political leaders.

Introduction by KD. I have condensed and edited Finkelstein's talk.

Finkelstein and Tariq Ali discussed the Israel/Palestine situation at the 2016 Left Forum.
#538 – 180626 Howard Zinn on Lies, War, and History

2018-July-30 06:30 P.M. 30 minutes
A classic talk by progressive historian Howard Zinn. Zinn spoke in Boston, at an antiwar 
"teach-in," on September 25, 2001--just before the U.S. launched its war against Afghanistan.

Zinn spoke of governments that lie to their people-- particularly the United States 
government. Governments especially lie as they launch unnecessary wars--for instance 
against Mexico, Spain, and Vietnam. Average citizens can empower themselves by learning 
and remembering real history.

Zinn notes that most of the alleged attackers on 9/11 were Saudi Arabians--yet the 
government was now beating the war drums against Afghanistan, not Saudi Arabia. 
Something fishy is going on here.
#448 – 161004 Chris Hedges Ad-Lib

2018-August-06 06:30 P.M. 30 minutes
Unscripted but incisive discussion of a range of issues by the celebrated Progressive 
journalist, essayist, and activist.

Topics include the corruption of the judiciary ... the mass media as the propaganda organ of 
the Corporate State ... how the Democratic Party has betrayed its constituents ... the false 
promises of Barack Obama ... the growing public opposition to Israel's Palestine policies ... 
and (relatedly) the increasing attacks on free speech.

Taken from a question-and-answer session following Hedges' lecture, "The Algebra of 
Revolution" (Seattle, April 2016). Thanks to Pirate TV Seattle for the original video recording. 
I have condensed and edited the audio.
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#540 – 180710 The System's War on its Critics
2018-August-13
2018-August-17

06:30 P.M.
09:30 A.M.

30 minutes

A powerful new talk by Progressive journalist/essayist Chris Hedges. Hedges argues that the 
ruling elite--anticipating another collapse of the financial system they control--is fighting to 
suppress all Progressive critiques of the system.

A major battlefield in that war is the Internet. The elite just destroyed Net Neutrality. Now 
they're reprogramming the search engines to ignore left-of-center viewpoints.

Hedges connects these ominous turns with other events, including the rise of the Religious 
Right. The overall goal is to control the populace by suppressing all good explanations of 
what is happening and who is responsible.

Introduction by KD.

Hedges spoke at the Left Forum, in New York City, on June 3, 2018. 
#457 – 161206
#458 – 161213

The Three Global Crises - How Should We Respond - Part 1
The Three Global Crises - How Should We Respond - Part 2

2018-August-24
2018-August-31

09:30 A.M. 30 minutes

An eye-opening and well-researched talk by activist Vincent Emanuele. He explores the three 
crises that are making the world--at best--highly unstable. Then he suggests some steps that 
the people can take to make our uncertain future as livable as possible.

Since neither government nor business is likely to do anything positive about these crises, 
useful responses will have to come from the grassroots.

All three crises are deeply rooted in the United States. Two of them are now global. The crises 
are (1) social collapse in the U.S., (2) militarization, and (3) ecological disaster.

In Part 1, Emanuele shows the dimensions of social collapse and militarization and begins his 
discussion of the ecology crisis.

In Part 2, Emanuele discusses the ecology crises and then discusses what people can do at the 
grassroots level to bring about necessary change.

Emanuele spoke at the Open University of the Left, in Chicago, on September 24, 2016.
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#543 – 180731 Luddites
2018-September-07 09:30 A.M. 30 minutes

The Luddites were skilled workers in England (1811-1817) who destroyed the new, automated 
factory machinery that threatened their lives.

KD discusses the Luddites' true history, the pros and cons of their rebellion, and the problems 
caused by globalized capitalism. He explores whether Luddism makes any sense in today's 
world and the possibility of nonviolent "soft-core" Luddism in our personal lives.
#480 – 170516 Capitalism vs Democracy, Prosperity, Ecology

2018-September-14 09:30 A.M. 30 minutes
Nuclear weapons and climate change pose existential threats to life on earth, says Noam 
Chomsky. Democratic institutions would be able and inclined to deal with these threats, But 
since the 1970s, capitalism has succeeded in undermining democracy and democratic 
institutions, in Europe and the U.S. Thus we have a "perfect storm" of crises.

By undermining democracy, capitalists have also greatly increased their own wealth and 
reduced the prosperity of the 99%.

The week's program plays Chomsky's 13-minute talk and reads a related article, "We've Let 
Capitalism Kill the Planet," by Christian Sorensen. Plus brief introductions and commentary 
by KD and a song by Monty Python's Flying Circus.

Noam Chomsky spoke in Cambridge, MA, on April 24, 2017, in response to questions posed 
by Amy Goodman. 

"We've Let Capitalism Kill the Planet"--here lightly edited for radio by me--originally 
appeared on Counterpunch.org, March 28, 2017.
#546 – 180821
#547 – 180828

Howard Zinn - The Power to Change - Part 1
Howard Zinn - The Power to Change - Part 2

2018-September-21
2018-September-28

09:30 A.M. 30 minutes

A very good talk by Progressive historian Howard Zinn (d. 2010) delivered 3 days after the 
2008 presidential election. It deals with key themes in Zinn's writing (and social activism): 
social justice, war, economic power, the anti-democratic behavior of governments (including 
ours), propaganda, and the power of the people to organize and compel justice.

Part 1 focuses on the inadequacy of politicians' programs (notably President-elect Obama's) to 
bring about social justice--especially when those programs are compared with the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights. Two major impediments to social justice in the U.S. are 
entrenched economic interests and the government's staggering expenditures on war.

Part Two focuses on this country's extravagant military expenditures and "absurd" wars. Zinn 
explores the American "mindset" that supports wars and imperialism--for example, "American 
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Exceptionalism"; denial of our imperialism; and false definitions of "national security," 
"terrorism," and "patriotism."

Zinn spoke in Binghamton, NY, on November 8, 2008.

Radio Curious
120410 Bombing of Environmental Crusaders: "Who Bombed Judi Bari?"

2018-July-02 07:00 P.M. 30 minutes
In 1990 Earth First activists from Mendocino County were on a road trip to rally support for a 
summer effort to help protect old growth redwoods in northern California.  For years prior 
logging practices took well over 90% of the original redwood growth in the area.  Darryl 
Cherney and Judi Bari, the organizers were in their car in Oakland, California, May 1990 when 
a bomb exploded underneath the driver’s seat where Judi Bari sat.  She and Darryl Cherney 
were immediately arrested suspected of bombing themselves.  Although charges were never 
filed against the two, authorities have yet to locate the bombers.  Darryl Cherney and Judi 
Bari sued and won a jury award of four million dollars against the Oakland Police Department 
and the Federal Bureau of Investigation for violating their 1st and 4th amendment rights.  
The film, “Who Bombed Judi Bari?” produced by Darryl Cherney, attempts to answer the 
question posed in the title and examines their struggle with law enforcement in finding the 
real bomber and chronicles the history of the local environmental movement here in 
Northern California.  Christina Aanestad, the Radio Curious assistant producer spoke with 
Darryl Cherney about the film he produced and his experiences resulting from the bombing.  
They visited on March 29, 2011, at the studios of KMEC radio, inside the Mendocino 
Environmental Center, which has a long history of supporting social and environmental 
movements, including Earth First! They began when Christina asked Darryl Cherney to 
describe the attempted assassination against him and Judi Bari.

140513 The Puckish Whimsical Life of James Broughton
2018-July-09 07:00 P.M. 30 minutes

The puckishly whimsical life and times of poet and film maker James Broughton is the topic of 
this edition of Radio Curious in a visit with Stephen Silha, the producer and director of “Big 
Joy,” a biographical film of the life and times of James Broughton. Broughton believed that in 
order to live an authentic life we each should follow our own weird. He says: "I don’t know 
what the left is doing said the right hand, But it looks fascinating." And: "I may be infecting 
the whole body said the Head but they’ll never amputate me." Stephen Silha and I visited by 
phone from his home near Seattle, Washington on Mother’s Day, 2014.  He began our 
conversation by telling us what drew him to make a film about his friend James Broughton. 
The book Stephen Silha recommends is “The Man Who Fell in Love With the Moon,” by Tom 
Spanbauer.
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110928 Socrates in Athens, in Conversation
2018-July-16 07:00 P.M. 30 minutes

Socrates of Athens, who lived before the Common Era, is respected as one of the greatest 
independent thinkers of all time. Socrates himself refused to be recognized as a teacher. 
Instead, Plato, his well-known student and reporter of Socrates’ dialogues, tells us he asked 
to be seen as a “midwife of ideas.” Socrates’ passion to achieve self-understanding, and the 
proper ways to live, continues to be studied and emulated to this day. Socrates recommends 
“The Trojan Women,” by Euripides. Ron Gross recommends “The Clouds,” by Aristophanes.

180619 One Student's Response to Gun Violence
2018-July-23 07:00 P.M. 30 minutes

Our guest in this edition of Radio Curious is Indigo Funk, a 2018 graduate of Ukiah High 
School, here in Ukiah, California. Funk, who will begin his college career at Brown University 
in Providence Rhode Island, in the fall of 2018, caught my attention when I heard him speak, 
rather eloquently, at the March 24, 2018, Ukiah version of the national student March For 
Our Lives, organized here by Ukiah High Students.

When Indigo Funk arrived the Radio Curious studios on June 15, 2018, to record this 
interview, I asked him if he’d like to read Frank Bruni’s Op-Ed column entitled “How to Lose 
the Mid-Terms and Re-elect Trump,” that had been published two days prior in the New York 
Times. Bruni’s article challenges the effectiveness of Robert De Niro’s “profanity-laced 
comment about President Trump, for which he received a standing ovation at the June 10, 
2018, Tony Awards ceremony in New York City.

Bruni shares De Niro’s anger but challenged his expression.  In his Op-Ed piece, Bruni wrote:
“When you answer name-calling with name-calling and tantrums with tantrums, you’re not 
resisting him. You’re mirroring him. You’re not diminishing him. You’re demeaning 
yourselves. Many voters don’t hear your arguments or the facts, which are on your side. They 
just wince at the din. You permit them to see you as you see Trump: deranged.”

Bruni then posed the question: “Why would they (the voters) choose a different path if it 
goes to another ugly destination?”

When Indigo Funk finished the Bruni Op-Ed piece, he said he had just been thinking about 
that issue. So we began our conversation when I asked him to share his thoughts.
 
The book Indigo Funk recommends is “The Short and Tragic Life of Robert Peace: A Brilliant 
Young Man Who Left Newark for the Ivy League,” by Jeff Hobbs.
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160719 A Blind Eye to Torture
2018-July-30 07:00 P.M. 30 minutes

The silence of doctors, nurses and medics in cases of torture and physical abuse of prisoners 
in Iraq and Afghanistan is the topic of this edition of Radio Curious.
 
Our guest is Dr. Steven Miles, the author of “Oath Betrayed: Torture, Medical Complicity and 
the War On Terror,” a book based, in part, on eyewitness accounts of actual victims of prison 
abuse and more than thirty-five thousand pages of documents, autopsy reports and medical 
records. His work explores the information provided by physicians and psychologists to 
determine how much and what kind of mistreatment could be delivered to prisoners during 
interrogation. Dr. Miles is a professor at the University of Minnesota Medical School and its 
Center for Bioethics.  He is a recognized expert in medical ethics, human rights and 
international health care.
 
This interview with Dr. Steven Miles was recorded in mid-July 2006 from his office in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.  We begin when I asked him about his motivation to write a book 
about the treatment of people who are disarmed and imprisoned.

The book Dr. Steven Miles recommend is “Bury The Chains: Profits and Rebels in the Fight to 
Free an Empire’s Slaves,” by Adam Hochchild.

180717 Genocide in South Sudan
2018-August-06 07:00 P.M. 30 minutes

Once again we focus on the continuing genocide in the northeast African countries of Sudan 
and South Sudan. When the nation of South Sudan gained its independence from Sudan on 
July 9, 2011, the hopes for peace and safety of its citizens were high. That reality however has 
not come to be. The people of this area, especially those from the Nuba Mountains, continue 
to flee for their lives amidst an ongoing deadly famine.

Professor Emeritus, Samuel Totten, Ph.D., a genocide scholar, now retired from the 
University of Arkansas, is our guest for the fifth time on Radio Curious. Professor Totten, who 
has visited Sudan and South Sudan multiple times in the past decade, hopes to visit there 
again the end of July, 2018. In this program, he describes recent conditions in this remote 
part of Africa; the heroic efforts of others who have devoted their lives to the betterment of 
the people of South Sudan—told in the book he edited in 2017, “Sudan's Nuba Mountains 
People: Accounts by Humanitarians in the Battle Zone”—and the plans for his pending trip 
there. He also explains what motivates him to risk his life by doing this work.
When Dr. Sam Totten and I visited by phone from his home in Fayetteville, Arkansas, on July 
9, 2018, we began when I asked him to describe the location of Sudan and South Sudan on 
the African continent.

The book Sam Totten recommends is “The Angler: The Cheney Vice Presidency,” by Barton 
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Gellman
161011 The Underground Railroad in New Bedford Massachusetts

2018-August-13
2018-August-17

07:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M.

30 minutes

Radio Curious tours the town of New Bedford, Massachusetts, a safe haven for black slaves 
seeking refuge from the south through the underground railroad during the 1800's. National 
Park Ranger Mark Mello is the tour guide.

New Bedford, Massachusetts, a sea port located in the southeast corner of Massachusetts, at 
the base of Cape Cod is the locale of our program.  Early in New Bedford’s history a group of 
Quakers from Boston moved there and “New Bedford became a safe haven for formerly 
enslaved African-Americans" who had been able to escape bondage. 

The stories of those who safely arrived in New Bedford on the Underground Railroad are 
presented at the 34 acre New Bedford National Historical Park in the Old Town section of 
New Bedford. 
 
This two part series on the New Bedford Underground Railroad with National Park Ranger 
Mark Mello was recorded on September 2, 2016, with the sound of wind and street traffic in 
the background.  Part one begins with a historical perspective of the Underground Railroad 
and the way in which New Bedford, Massachusetts was a safe haven for former slaves.  

The books Mark Mello recommends are “Fugitive's Gibraltar: Escaping Slaves and 
Abolitionism in New Bedford, Massachusetts,” by Kathryn Grover; "Whale Hunt," by Nelson 
Cole Haley; and "Leviathan," by Philip Hoare.

161018 Reflections on The Underground Railroad - What Now
2018-August-24 10:00 A.M. 30 minutes

Radio Curious continues a tour of New Bedford, Massachusetts, a safe haven to runaway 
slaves from the south during the 1800's.
Imagine growing up in a tightly bound community of no more than 60 people who worked 
from dawn to dusk and who were subjected to unimaginable indignities and torture.   Why? 
Because they were African Americans born into slavery in the United States prior in the first 
half of the 19th century.  They hoped and dreamed of freedom, freedom to an unknown 
place; that freedom served as a guide for those who risked their lives to flee the bondage.
 
Freedom for some was found in the seaport town of New Bedford, Massachusetts, where 
escaped former slaves were welcome.  New Bedford was the richest city in the world in the 
1850s, a city run by Quakers and other abolitionists, who created a safe haven for black 
people from the south.  The 1,000 plus men and women who found refuge in New Bedford 
were more than enough to hide the newcomers as they arrived.  Often the men found work 
on the whaling ships that ventured forth around the world from the New Bedford harbor. 
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More can be learned about whaling in New Bedford in a two part Radio Curious program 
here.
 
In this series about New Bedford as a safe haven on the Underground Railroad, we explore 
the lives of freedom seeking ex-slaves who safely made the journey to the south east corner 
of Massachusetts. In this, the second of a two part program, we continue our visit with 
National Park Ranger Mark Mello.  Part of Ranger Mello’s work is that of a tour guide 
interpreting the history and stories of pre-civil war New Bedford.  His interpretations focus on 
the bravery and dedication of New Bedford residents at that time.
 
I joined Mark Mello’s walking tour about the Underground Railroad’s connection to New 
Bedford in the Old Town Section on September 2, 2016.   This edition of Radio Curious begins 
with Ranger Mello’s story of Nathan and Polly Johnson, a free black couple who lived and 
worked there--he as a pharmacist and she a confectionary. 
 
The books Mark Mello recommends are “Fugitive's Gibraltar: Escaping Slaves and 
Abolitionism in New Bedford, Massachusetts,” by Kathryn Grover; "Whale Hunt," by Nelson 
Cole Haley; and "Leviathan," by Philip Hoare.

180724 An Orphan Train Survivor
2018-August-31 10:00 A.M. 30 minutes

Between 1854 and 1930, it is estimated that between 200,000 and 250,000 children were 
involuntarily put on Orphan Trains, and "placed out" in the southern and western United 
States. Both protections for the health and safety of these children and record keeping of 
who they were, where they went and accounts of what happened to them are sketchy at 
best.

William Delos Vansteenburgh was one of the last of the "placed out" children on an Orphan 
Train. At age four, he and his slightly older brother with whom he virtually lost contact, were 
"placed out" from Pennsylvania, after their mother died in 1930. William had clear memories 
of being loved and treated well until then. After a long train ride he was removed from a 
station platform in Gallup, New Mexico, by Henry and Eleanor Walters, a childless couple. 
They gave him their last name, repeatedly abused him and treated him in a most wretched 
manner for five years. He successfully ran away at age nine and was then free to create a 
unique adventure and life for himself until he died in Santa Rosa, California, in 2017.

Victoria Golden, (https://www.victoriagoldenauthor.com/) our guest in this edition of Radio 
Curious, met William Walters in 2012. Intrigued by his story and keen memory for details, 
they met most every week for the next four years. Golden recreated his story into a memoir: 
A Last Survivor of the Orphan Trains. Told in the first person, each page of Golden's book 
could be a stand-alone short read.
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Victoria Golden, also of Ukiah, California, visited the Radio Curious studios on July 24, 2018. 
We began our conversation when I asked her to describe the kind of person that William 
Walters was.

The book she recommends is Educated: A Memoir, by Tara Westover.
180731 The Space Between Brilliance and Madness
2018-September-07 10:00 A.M. 30 minutes

In this program we discuss cultivating beauty in the space between brilliance and madness 
with Ken Paul Rosenthal, an independent film maker based in San Francisco, California.

Rosenthal says his "work explores the geography of madness through the regenerative power 
of nature, urban landscapes, home movies, and archival footage from hygiene films." And his 
2011 film "Crooked Beauty”, available on Vimeo, reveals his artistry and cinematography 
skills.

Rosenthal's 2018 film "Whisper Rapture" is a musical and mental health documentary 
focusing on Bonfire Madigan and her cello. The music you are hearing now is by Bonfire 
Madigan on her cello, with permission.

Not a stranger to demons of the mind, Rosenthal readily shares his personal experiences, and 
describes how communities of like-minded people can collectively ease the individual pain 
and find joyful creativity in the spaces between brilliance and madness.
When Ken Paul Rosenthal and I visited by phone from his home in San Francisco, California 
on July 30, 2018, we began our conversation when I asked him to describe what many people 
call mental illness.

The books Ken Paul Rosenthal recommends are both by David Abram: "The Spell of the 
Sensuous: Perception and Language in a More-Than-Human World," and "Becoming Animal: 
An Earthly Cosmology.” The film he recommends is "Leave No Trace," about a father and 
daughter who lived off the grid in the wilderness.

180814
180821

Abrupt Climate Change - Part 1
Abrupt Climate Change - How to deal with it - Part 2

2018-September-14
2018-September-21

10:00 A.M. 30 minutes

Drastic consequences to life as we know it, here on Mother Earth are the topics of this, the 
first of a two part series on abrupt climate change. Once again we visit with Guy McPherson, 
a Professor Emeritus of Natural Resources, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology from the 
University of Arizona.

McPherson discusses how global warming is affecting climate change. He explains the physics 
of what will occur when the polar ice cap has melted ending its ability to reflect the heat of 
the sun. Instead the heat of the sun will be absorbed by the world’s oceans. McPherson 
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predicts that could well occur by 2022 or sooner, causing the temperature of the oceans to 
increase.  McPherson argues that this temperature will result in the loss of the “planetary air-
conditioner” and the loss of habitat for human species. In part two of our conversation with 
Professor McPherson we further discuss this pending potential catastrophe and how we may 
each personally be able to relate to it.

Professor Guy McPherson and I visited by phone while he was on a speaking tour, on August 
12, 2018.  We began our conversation when I asked his to describe the current state of 
climate change, now in 2018.

180828 Anthony, Adams Esq.: A Deeply Romantic Public Defender
2018-September-28 10:00 A.M. 30 minutes

Our guest in this edition of Radio Curious is Anthony Adams, Esq., is currently, among other 
things, a Deputy Public Defender in Mendocino County, California. He’s also poet, formerly a 
California State Parole Commissioner, and served in the California State Assembly.

At a local Bar Association gathering, Adams recited his poetry and shared stories about his 
work as a Parole Commissioner. I decided to invite him to be a guest and asked him to tell us 
about his life.

Anthony Adams visited Radio Curious on August 23, 2018, and described himself and an 
“interesting fellow… A deeply romantic person.” In the course of our conversation his self-
description revealed itself. We began when I asked him about poetry related to his work.

The books Anthony Adams recommends are “Nine Horses: Poems,” by Billy Collins, a former 
national Poet Laureate; “The Dove Keepers,” by Alice Hoffman; and “1492: A Novel of 
Christopher Columbus, the Spanish Inquisition, and a World at the Turning Point,” by Newton 
Frohlich.

The Bioneers
#10-17 Vice to Virtue - From Carbon Crisis to Carbon Farming

2018-July-02 06:00 P.M. 30 minutes
How does a virtue become a vice? How does a basic building block of life turn into a threat to life? 
And how do you turn that vice back into a virtue? In this half-hour we visit with two unlikely 
pathfinders who are helping to revolutionize farming. Calla Rose Ostrander and John Wick of the 
Marin Carbon Project are taking carbon out of the atmosphere and putting it back where it belongs: 
in the soil. In so doing, they’re also revitalizing the soil, conserving water, and building agricultural 
resilience. Scaling up these revolutionary regenerative methods can offset the climate destabilization, 
which that threatens to confound agriculture and endanger our food supply.
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#01-08 From Kingdom to Kin-Dom : Acting As If We Have Relatives
2018-July-09 06:00 P.M. 30 minutes

From the microbes to the mammals, all life shares far more in common than what makes us different.  
In other words, it’s all relatives.  If we knew that literally we are water, that we are mushrooms, that 
we are stardust—instead of shredding the web of life, might we start acting as if we have relatives?  
Bioneers Brock Dolman, Paul Stamets and Brian Thomas Swimme reveal inspiring reflections in the 
gene pool that show life as a kin-dom, not a kingdom.

#02-08 Land of Free: Rekindling Democracy in the Age of Corporate Rule
2018-July-16 06:00 P.M. 30 minutes

If we live in a democracy, why does the clout of big business—corporate rights—inevitably 
trump human rights?  And under our property-rights constitution, nature has no rights.  That 
may be changing, according to environmental attorney Thomas Linzey and his community-
based clients Fred and Pat Walls.  They challenged the rhinoceros in the room—the rights 
that allow corporations to effectively nullify elections in rural Pennsylvania and override 
public priorities nationwide.  This next American Revolution is demanding the separation of 
corporations and state.

#03-08 A Return to Wholeness: Storytelling as a Healing Art
2018-July-23 06:00 P.M. 30 minutes

“The future may depend on our remembering that everything has in it a dream of itself.  That the 
seeds of wholeness and the seeds of needed change are already present in all events and all people 
and every one of us.  That the wholeness of the world can only be restored one heart at a time.”  So 
says doctor and healer Rachel Naomi Remen.  She has cultivated a new generation of doctors 
practicing whole-person medicine, with an unlikely message: Bless others out loud.  The wholeness of 
the world is restored one heart at a time.

#04-08 Justice or Just Us: Environmental Justice as a Universal Human Right
2018-July-30 06:00 P.M. 30 minutes

The current industrial system generates 94 percent waste.  It all lands somewhere, often 
ultimately in our bodies.  A society that wastes its resources also wastes its people.  Why are 
low-income communities and communities of color the perennial human-sacrifice zones?  
Courageous environmental justice advocates Clayton Thomas-Müller, Shawna Larson and 
Maryanne Hitt are successfully rejecting this new form of toxic colonization from Alaska to 
Appalachia.  They tell us we all have a right to clean air, water and land—the right to a 
healthy environment.

#05-08 Digital Democracy: The Cyber World of Citizen Activism
2018-August-06 06:00 P.M. 30 minutes

Garbage in, garbage out, as the early computer innovators remarked about information.  A vital free 
press is the single most important feedback loop in a democracy.  New media including especially the 
Internet have challenged the supremacy of corporate media concentration and junk news.  A brave 
new wave of activists such as Brad Friedman, John Stauber and Joan Blades are using digital media to 
restore the democratic lifeblood of a people’s media.  They’re giving voice to the voiceless, checking 
and balancing corruption, and providing liberty and access for all.
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#06-08 Taking Back the Country from the Nation: Finding the Light in the Shadows
2018-August-13
2018-August-17

06:00 P.M.
09:00 A.M.

30 minutes

“We know what’s wrong,” says the iconic Jungian psychotherapist and author James Hillman, 
“but do we know that knowing what’s wrong is some of what’s wrong?”  Has “analysis 
paralysis” sapped our energy and determination to transform a failing world?  Can we cut 
through the tangle to actually act to make a positive difference?  Can we turn our vices into 
virtues?  Though Hillman’s approach may sound paradoxical, his destination is the deeper 
understanding that leads to real transformation—and to transformative action.

#07-08 Beyond the Bar Code: The Local Food Revolution
2018-August-24 09:00 A.M. 30 minutes

Because industrial agriculture is the single most destructive human activity against the environment, 
what we put on our collective plate and how we grow our food are going to be among the most 
decisive factors impacting the fate of the Earth and public health.  Few journalists have done more 
than Michael Pollan to serve up food for thought about our diet and food systems.  He reports on the 
burgeoning worldwide growth of local food economies and a true Green Revolution.

#08-08 Green-Collar Jobs: Laboring Into the Next Economy
2018-August-31 09:00 A.M. 30 minutes

Labor leader César Chavez helped ban DDT.  Truckers are helping address appalling asthma rates at 
the filthy port of Los Angeles.  And inner-city clergy, not suburbanites, led the latest victory against 
the big-box WalMart stores sprawling over community open space.  Unlikely allies?  Environmental 
justice and labor leaders Manuel Pastor, Maria Elena Durazo and Rev. Alexia Salvatierra show us that 
in a truly sustainable economy, everybody is an environmentalist—and a healthy environment 
depends on economic justice.

#09-08 Toxic Trespassing: The Inside Story of the Love Canal Uprising
2018-September-07 09:00 A.M. 30 minutes

Few people know how a hostage-taking incident transformed a shy housewife from the working-class 
community near Niagara Falls into one of the founding mothers of the environmental justice 
movement.  Spark-plug community organizer Lois Gibbs traces the electrifying arc that led from sick 
children to an international rallying cry for human rights.  Because, says Gibbs, "It is just not right 
morally or ethically that somebody with a corporate interest, with a dollar interest, is making a 
decision each and every day in this country about who lives and who dies."

#10-08 Jaguars, Goats and Acequias: Cultivating the Landscape of a Wild Earth
2018-September-14 09:00 A.M. 30 minutes

Do you think of the wilderness as something far away?  Not in the age of climate change and human 
population growth.  The real wilderness is always underfoot—the complex systems underlying life on 
Earth that we barely understand.  It’s our inheritance, our guardianship to understand traditional and 
indigenous knowledge of Earth as a vast, cultivated landscape.  Land managers such as Miguel 
Santistevan, Lani Malmberg and Peter Warshall celebrate the fact that we are all gardeners.  They 
reveal brilliant innovations and ancient wisdom for how to get good at it.
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#11-08 The Golden Rule: Restoring the Earth by Restoring Human Dignity
2018-September-21 09:00 A.M. 30 minutes

Could Western civilization’s oldest ethical instructions of the Golden Rule hold acute relevance to our 
planetary environmental crisis?  Could restoring respect for human beings be the key to restoring the 
health of the planet?  Author Paul Hawken has been tracking the rapid proliferation of nonprofit, non-
governmental organizations around the world.  It boils down to this: Taking care of nature means 
taking care of people, and taking care of people means taking care of nature.

#12-08 Becoming Fully Human: The Covenant of the Original Instructions
2018-September-28 09:00 A.M. 30 minutes

The Original Instructions represent the ancient empirical wisdom of Traditional Ecological Knowledge 
earned over generations and millennia by people living closely with the land and each other.  They 
also comprise disarmingly simple counsel: be thankful, enjoy life and attend to the inner pollution 
that results in outer pollution.  Indigenous leaders Winona LaDuke, John Trudell and Evon Peter voice 
these ancient instructions, which hold the keys to our survival as a species in the historic transition to 
a truly sustainable world.


